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Alternative Chideock Bypass Proposal
Introduction
When the Chideock Bypass Working Group (CBWG) prepared a report for the Public
Consultation requested by Highways England (HE) as a part of their Road Investment
Strategy 2 (RIS2) it seemed logical to recommend a scheme based upon the 1993 Chideock
Bypass. That scheme had gone through the whole Public Enquiry process and was actually
approved for planning. There was very little time between starting our process and the date
for which schemes were due to be entered into the RIS2 proposals.
Since then the process by Highways England and the Department for Transport (DfT) has
been put back to the summer of 2019. This has given us further time to revisit the whole
question of a bypass and the alternatives that are available to improve the life along Chideock
Main Street and generally that of the Residents of Chideock.
The unacceptable problems caused to general road users and village residents alike by the
A35 through Chideock are well documented. A scheme is required to reduce pollution to
acceptable levels; to reduce the amount of traffic passing through the village and allow
residents and visitors safe and better access across the A35 and eliminate the problem of
village severance; to reduce damage being caused by traffic vibration to all property adjacent
to the A35 including many Grade II listed buildings; to reduce the economic damage being
caused to businesses and tourism.
In particular we have kept in mind one of the Inspector’s conclusions from the 1994 Public
Enquiry that the benefits of that proposed bypass would outweigh the disadvantages by a
clear margin (126.12).

We have therefore looked again at alternative routes for a Bypass.
We have developed an alternative bypass proposal for Chideock that offers exceptional value
for money at a much lower cost than the Chideock and Morcombelake scheme which was
approved for construction 24 years ago but revoked in 1999.
We further believe that the proposal outlined in this submission answers all the current
problems caused by the A35 Trunk Road passing through Chideock.
We have taken a pragmatic view. We know that a bypass deeper into AONB land and
Marshwood Vale is out of the question economically and environmentally. Also with the
possibility of the area being designated as a National Park, bypassing Chideock Main Street
could become impossible. We feel, therefore, that serious consideration must be given to this
practical and affordable alternative route.
We see a number of alternative routes on the West Section from North Road to the A35.Our
Route Map (Appendix 1) shows the shortest route, but we have separately costed for longer
routes all keeping within and on the A35 corridor. We recognise that it will be up to future
designers to determine which route is best, possibly a longer one curving around Gate
Coppice to enable the 8% gradient to be secured. We have also precluded the earlier
embankments past the Lodge, Winniford stream or the Castle ruins. Although we regard as
essential our proposed cut to permit North Road to cross the bypass rather than the earlier
design bridging the new bypass over North Road.
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Part 1 The Route
See Appendix 1 – Route Map and Explanatory Notes
The 1993 Bypass now seems to us to be over designed and far too grand .Not in keeping with
the local outstanding beauty of this countryside and so we looked again at the other local
bypasses.
Bridport- Most people would agree that the section near the town was poorly planned with
frequent hold ups, congestion and accidents. This now needs a bypass itself. Once past “The
Crown” roundabout and to its end at Miles Cross it is quite good although some
improvements could be made.
It now forms a great car park for the congestion from Chideock and Bridport. Both lanes east
and west are frequently full of standing or slow moving traffic.
Charmouth and Lyme Regis- These by-passes were well overdue as now is Chideock. But a
good bypass generally in keeping with the area. The landslips predicted were engineered out,
but some slippages on the deep cuttings have occurred and solved with the use of vertical land
drains taking away run off from fields.
We still believe that a bypass is the best way to rid Chideock of all the problems associated
with high levels of traffic and narrow roads not fit for purpose on steep gradients.
We have therefore considered another option to change parts of the route from the east end at
Quarr Lane and the west end section from North road to at or near the Clump on the A35. In
so doing we have learnt lessons from the previous by passes and have sought comparison with
other current UK bypasses (See Appendix 3).
The Proposal
We are proposing a three lane road at either end of the village to combat the gradients, with a
single two lane road from the A35 just prior to 50 metre contour going north west, past Park
Farm Barn, the Ruins and Moat of the former Chideock Castle over the Winniford stream and
running under North Road and proceeding to join the A35 at or near the Clump.
Detailed Review and Advantages;
Note: Chainages used are from the 1993 Bypass Published route
The Eastern Section – Quarr Lane to New Bypass Chainage 7475 to Chainage 6925
The existing eastbound uphill section of the A35 would eventually be used as a crawler lane
with the existing westbound lane being used as an eastbound overtaking lane ending just
before Quarr Lane. A new westbound lane would be constructed to the south of the existing
road. Overall, all lanes will be wider than the existing east and westbound lanes.
This new road would be widened so that all three lanes should be the same width of 3.6m plus
0.5m verge each to allow wider vehicles to go up or downhill without slowing down.
Contrary to the existing A35 where it is only just wide enough for a slow pass of 10mph or
lower.
The new lane for traffic going west would be in the field south of the existing A35. It would
require some cut and fill earthworks and it is envisaged that from a safety point, most, if not
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all of this line adjacent to the existing A35 can be steel sheet piled, where required to maintain
the integrity of the existing hedge and areas of embankment whilst the new road and the
joining of the two roads are completed. The initial construction would provide a road that can
be built without much hindrance to the existing A35.
This new lane would be built to the full specification but used also as a temporary diversion
road to allow traffic to be diverted off the existing A35 so that the adjacent lanes can be joined
up to the new lane . Once this has been completed the road tie-ins can be completed and new
road markings established on the wider lanes. New road signs and road markings would
ensure that traffic is segregated smoothly and safely to Chideock or onto the bypass.
There would be some congestion and traffic lights in the construction stage, but a lot of this
work can be carried out with overnight closures.
There would also be segregation between the overtaking lane going uphill east and the single
lane coming downhill going west in the form of a safety barrier.
The entrance to Frogg Farm would be improved allowing a safe entrance and exit. Access
would be maintained, although this might at times be regulated by traffic lights
This new lane would start just west of Quarr Hill Lane. Any properties which may be affected
would be protected by earth mounding, trees, shrubs and hedge planting together with any
acoustic fencing or double glazing. The field would not be divided so that the Owner/Farmer
can have full use of the reduced field unencumbered.
We see no reason why this section should not be programmed to be available for permanent
use within 6 months of commencement of construction.
Advantages:
• There would be construction savings by having no new westbound lane until the 50m
contour and there would be no bridge at Quarr Lane.
• There would be no bypass on any part of the land adjoining Quarr Hill leading to several
advantages:
o It removes the possibility of any disturbance of Quarr Hill and any potential
landslips for which a large contingency was included in the 1993 bypass for
additional unforeseen Civil Engineering works.
o It avoids the scarring of the landscape (as referred to in the 1993 Inspectors
report), necessitating many costly mature trees, shrubs and hedges being planted,
since the Bypass would disappear from the skyline.
o This part of the route is on the A35 corridor and uses the existing assets
o This part of the Quarr Hill field is no longer required, thus saving the purchase
price of the land whilst allowing the Owner/Farmer to use the whole of this field
unencumbered by a split field.(see Part 2 for land savings)
o It gives the opportunity of improving visibility and stopping distances (Dept. of
Transport drawing of existing road constraints dated March 1994)
The Central section New Bypass to North Bridge chainage 6925 to 5790
At Chainage 6750 there would be a junction between the existing A35 and the new bypass.
• Traffic from Chideock wishing to travel east bound or west bound can join the lane going
west on the A35 via a slip lane or continue under a small bridge/tunnel and join the east
bound lane via another slip lane. (See Road Plan)
• The westbound traffic would approach the junction on the new westbound lane and would
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either turn left to continue into Chideock village (on the existing westbound lane) or turn
right onto the new westbound lane of the new two lane bypass past the crossover. The
crawler and overtaking lane going east is for eastbound traffic only
The Winniford stream would be contained in a culvert sufficiently sized and widened to
provide extra overflows when in flood. There is a further crossing of the Winniford. This can
also be contained in a culvert as with any other watercourse crossing the line of the bypass.
The cutting on this mainly flat middle section would be between 4 and 6metres deep .This
would be topped with earth mounding and lined with trees and hedges to tackle noise and
pollution and acoustic fencing where required, giving a total of 7 to 10 metres of height from
carriageway to top of cutting.
This section (as with all other sections) would have roadside screen earth mounding using
surplus material from cuttings with either acoustic fencing, planted trees / shrubs / hedges to
protect from noise and pollution.
Advantages:
• The new bypass would push out further to create a smoother bend and avoid the grade 2
listed barn at Park Farm and increase the distance between the bypass and the ruins and
moat of the former Chideock Castle which would allow future archaeological digs in case
the Castle has further remains to discover.
• There would be significant construction savings in the Winniford stream crossing. The
previous design was very much over designed with deep cuttings and embankments
which have been reduced or eliminated in the current proposal (see appendix 2)
• It makes use of poorer grade land.
The Western Section – North Road Bridge to Junction with existing A35 Chainage 5790
to Chainage 5170
The western section starts at the new bridge to be constructed over North Road.
The bridge would be “half under (4 metres in cutting) and half over” raising North Road by
3metres, and would be designed to allow traffic (local residents and farm) to pass over the
single carriageway bypass with a 10.2 metres span. The structure is less intrusive than the
original 1993 version where the road was on embankment and the batter slopes extended to
Chideock Lodge. It is much smaller as a single road with a minor road bridge passing over.
Where possible the batter slopes on the cutting could be increased to vertical so that the
cutting does not extend any closer than the bridge abutments.
From the North road bridge the single lane road starts in 4 metre cutting at 8% gradient with a
crawler lane and overtaking lane going uphill and a single lane downhill. Finishing at 8%
gradient at the junction with the existing A35 where the traffic would merge onto the existing
A35 on Chideock Hill.
Here there is a three lane road with a crawler and overtaking lanes going west and a single
lane going downhill east. The top of the cutting on this section would be crowned with an
earth mound with trees and hedge planting and acoustic fencing where necessary.
It is essential that the gradient is no more than 8% as this would increase pollution by all
vehicles. We have therefore proposed an extended route here to accomplish the 8% gradient.
This would be a straighter route and would cut through Gate coppice at the middle thinnest
section. It would finish breaking through 7m cutting on the existing A35.
Any trees that are lost would be replaced.
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In our proposal this section blends into the surrounding countryside with further landscaping
and earth mounding, trees, shrubs and hedges planted for the full length on other separate
pieces of land (where available) to enhance the area. This would also provide extra ecology,
wildlife, and prevent noise and pollution, even though this is expected to be low.
East bound traffic wishing to access Chideock from Chideock Hill would have a crossover as
shown on our Plan. There would be no access going east.
Advantages:
• There would be construction savings at the western junction of the new bypass with the
existing A35 as our proposal does not require a bridge or tunnel here and the road is kept
for the most part on the existing A35 corridor.

Impact on Pollution
The pollution on the proposed bypass is expected to be in the region of 12microns per cubic
metre of air, as opposed to the levels in excess of 60microns per cubic metre of air currently
being recorded in the village. It is anticipated that pollution will drop to this lower level
within Chideock once the HGV's, LGV's, vans and most cars are transferred to the bypass. We
anticipate that between 70% and 90% of traffic would migrate to use the bypass according to
the time of year.
We believe that pollution would be significantly reduced and a high percentage migration
onto the bypass for a number of reasons including:
• The gradients on our proposed bypass are less than the existing hills
• There is no intervening traffic, turning across, right and left. In Chideock this mainly
comes from the Duck Street turn off and North Road, where a large volume of traffic
turns in and out to access the Holiday Parks and Sea town.
• There will be no pedestrian crossings on the bypass, nor 68 positions where vehicles can
access Main Street turning in or out and across traffic.
• There would be no traffic jams or hold ups from buses, parked or broken down vehicles,
cyclists, horses, tractors, slow trucks, rubbish collection, postmen, delivery vehicles etc.
• The journey time and experience for residents and those visiting Seatown and the holiday
parks will be much improved
Surface Water Drainage
Drainage of surface water from the bypass and run off from the adjoining farm land would be
collected from the road in receptors and transferred to storage lagoons. The water would be
released slowly and only when the catchment area is suitable to take it. The water would be
transferred via oil interceptors and other means (if available) to prevent pollution by
particulates, rubber, grit, salt and chemicals entering any of the watercourses and thence to the
sea.
Safety Considerations at Intersections
•

West Intersection – A described previously and shown on Plan. Safety here is paramount
and care must be taken to protect vehicles and reduce or eliminate crashes. Using the
crossovers as designed with crash barriers should solve this, allowing sufficient room to
stop and then cross.

•

East Intersection – As described previously, shown on plan and described above, with
the safety measures. Good signage in advance and at the junction should accomplish this.
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•

Eype Down Road Intersection – Although we envisage the area of road at this junction
should be extended to the north to allow for the crossover. We believe that the eventual
designers should look at how dangerous this position is and consider widening the A35
from here to the Old London Inn. Or create a one way system with traffic using both lanes
of the A35 down to Miles Cross and extending the new lane on West Hill down behind
and past Turnpike Cottage up from Miles cross as the west bound lane. Both these
additional works are in the Parish of Symondsbury and outside of our remit. This would
also reduce the traffic along the A35 at the London Road Hamlet to 50%, reducing noise,
vibration and pollution. The same safety requirements apply as above. In any event Eype
Down road should be closed to access to and from the A35. This can be easily
accomplished by removal bollards.

•

Separation - where required at all the intersections and near the end of dual sections on
both hills where the lanes may reduce the lanes should be separated with safety barriers.
Although we believe that no embankments will be necessary. We see no reason to employ
emergency escape lanes on either hill sections as the gradients on the western section is
8% the eastern section currently has not found it necessary as no out of control vehicle
accidents have been reported and the gradient at maximum is 12%, unlike Chideock Hill
which is longer and is 15% gradient.

Construction Considerations
• East section West Hill - Once the new lane is constructed the traffic going west can be
diverted onto the new lane. Safety barriers should be used to protect the work and traffic
on the existing west lane. This lane can then be connected to the new road using the
additional width provided and using barriers to protect both work and traffic. A new road
surface would be provided using night road closures or traffic lights at off peak times.
Road markings, signs and a central barrier would be completed using the same method.
•

East section crossover and road widening - Most of the widening can be completed
using safety barriers and traffic lights on Quarr lane for the local residents to pass the
work. Work for the crossover and road markings and signs will be treated in the same way
as above.

•

Westbound crossover and eastbound tunnel at Broadmead - This work would be
carried out in the same manner as above using safety barriers, road closures and traffic
lights to cause the least possible inconvenience to traffic. A temporary road diversion may
also be necessary.

•

Chideock Hill crossover - The same safety work would be carried out similar to West
Hill above.

•

Steel sheet Piling at West Hill - would be carried out in the field for the new lane and
would therefore cause no disruption to the A35. It is by nature noisy but all precautions
will be taken to reduce the noise and the times of operation will be limited to times when
the road is at its noisiest. But not evenings or weekends and only between 8am and 6pm.

•

Sheet piling and works on Chideock Hill - Sheet piling or auger piling (according to the
geology) would be used at the breakthrough to the existing A35. This is used to stabilise
the bank of earth before the cutting excavation takes place and as a safety precaution to
the work and traffic flow on Chideock Hill.

General Comments and Advantages
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

It provides the greatest distance possible from the bypass to nearby properties. Only two
properties would be within 100/ 120 metres from the centre of the bypass.
There would be no general cut and cover tunnels in the proposal except at the Chideock
village access travelling east.
Unlike the 1993 proposal, it is intended to supply a footpath /cycle/equestrian lane, on
one side separated from the road traffic that runs the full length of the bypass and
continues west to east up hill to join the intended and planned footpath going east on the
boundary of the A35 up to Quarr Hill.
There would be no demolition of any property. Two sheds would be relocated as would
the grade 2 listed Garden House currently positioned in the field off North Road.
The land take would be considerably reduced from our RIS 2 proposal. Reducing
purchase of land costs and compensation costs.
There would be no lay-bys, an emergency exit can be created using Eype Down lane,
otherwise as the bypass is too short, traffic could be easily diverted. Likewise, in the
event of any blockage of Chideock Main Street, traffic could be diverted onto the bypass.
No excavated material would need to be taken off site for simply removal purposes since
it would be used to iron out any sharp landscaping and mostly used in earth mounding to
protect the whole area from noise, pollution and visible disturbance of the site.
The promise of any other environmental, local habitat and any other issues adopted by the
previous bypass scheme would be honoured and that of any of the promises made in our
RIS2 proposal (except where they have been specifically excluded in this document)
including the offer of extra sound proofing of properties where this may apply.
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Part 2 The Cost
The shortened Bypass is our alternative bypass proposal as shown on the Plans and diagrams
developed within Part 1 of this submission.
We believe that there are many potential cost savings that can be made from adopting our
proposed alternative bypass route, and will demonstrate below that the original 1994 costings
of £20.79M (adjusted below to a current day cost of £59.04M for the whole scheme be
reduced to £13.47M for a Chideock only bypass whilst also providing excellent value for
money (VFM).
The cost has been reviewed in 4 sections:
1. The cost of the original 1993 scheme updated to current 2018 May costs using
accepted cost indices
2. Savings and adjustments to the original 1993 scheme to calculate the cost of our
proposed alternative route
3. Comparison of costs from other bypasses
4. VFM of our proposed route using industry accepted standards

Section 1- The Calculations to determine a current day cost based upon the 1993
Scheme costs updated with cost indices
We compared price indices and chose the most appropriate index that being the Road
Construction new work infrastructure South West England Indices incorporating the various
adjustment factors via BIS/Rocus/ONS to calculate current Construction Costs.
Please note that we previously used the House price Index as a Comparison in our RIS2
Proposal submitted to Highways England in February 2018 (in response to their public
consultation). But this Index became unsuitable and sometimes wildly inaccurate when
applied to Road construction
The Original Bypass of Chideock and Morecombelake was given as £14 Million (M) at 1988
prices and updated to 1992 Q3 to £20.79M including £2.5M contingency for
Geotechnical work, mainly drainage as quoted in the Inspectors Report 1994 .
Impact of Cost indices on 1988 Price:
Construction General
@275%
Price indices Road Construction ROCUS/ONS@284%
Retail Price Index
@269%
FTSE 100
@320%

= £57.17 M whole 1993 scheme
= £59.04 M ditto
= £55.93 M ditto
= £66.53 M ditto

We have chosen the most the appropriate index to arrive at a full price for the whole 1993
scheme of £59.04M.
We have taken 1988 quarter 2 as the base, and updated the price to May of 2018 the index
shows an increase of 284%based on the South west of England.

Section 2 – Savings and adjustments to the original 1993 Scheme to reach a
current total estimated cost of construction and land purchase for the proposed
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route
The original scheme can be broken down into:

Cost Component

1993 Scheme at 2018 prices

Proposed Scheme

£20.78M
£31.16M
£7.10M
£59.04M

£6.77M
£5.25M
£1.20M
£13.22M

Road
Structures
Contingencies
Total Cost

The total cost does not include costs for land and compensation (see below)
For a full explanation and calculations please see Appendix 2
In addition to the direct construction costs we have also considered Land Use and
Compensation both of which will have a cost impact on the bypass;
Land Use
The total land take for the 1993 scheme was 58 Hectares (HA) mainly arable/sheep of
grade 2 to 4 mainly grade 3 (Source See below) cost £1.2M..At 2018 Q2 this becomes
£3,408,000
The land take for the shortened Chideock Bypass is 12 Hectares at the current rate of
£18,525 (Source Savills) per hectare. Total cost £222,300.
.
Compensation:
Land Cost (Source: See below)
We have assumed that the cost in the original scheme included compensation
We have deducted the actual cost of land at 1988 as £5000 per hectare (Source; Savills).
Therefore this cost in total is 58 x £5000 = £290,000.
£1.2million (Allowed in 1993 scheme) - £290,000 = £910,000
The total for compensation is £910,000. At 2018 Q2 this becomes £2,584,400
We assume that this included the demolition of eight properties including moving Garden
house. This no longer applies as there is no demolition therefore this saves £2,584,400
(less £19,392 income lost as below) from the original scheme.
Income Lost
Allowing for no demolitions and no purchase for “Blight” we estimate that compensation
for income lost will be £19,392 at 2018 Q2 prices. (Source see below). There are two
Land Owners.
The Total cost of land and compensation at 2018 Q2 prices is £222,300 + £19,392 =
£241,692 rounded to £0.25 Million
Source:
Corrected version of a Table in the ADAS Report (Volume 2; Appendix 9; deposit document
9)
The report shows 68HA lost NOT 58HA as shown in the 1993 Report Volume 1

Section 3 - Comparison of other Bypass costs
See Appendix 3
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Section 4 – VFM of proposed route
See Appendix 4 for detail
1. A review of Vehicle Hours per Year (VHY)
Total VHY for existing A35 =
Total VHY for updated bypass =
Benefit is 300,901 - 208245 =

300,901 VHY
208,245VHY
92,656 VHY

2. The overall benefit based on 30 years of use
Calculation is £27,600 @33.5 hrs./wk = £15.84 /hr. x 1.58 occupancy = £25.027/hr.
Benefits become 92,656 VHY x £25/hr. = £2,316,400 per year, base year 2016.
This figure has been reduced to 90%,80%, 70% and calculated per Scenarios SCI and
SC5 DfT forecast for 30years. The TRA 9905 only runs to 2040, but we have
continued to use the same ratio given for 2030/2040 for the years 2040 to 2047.
The totals for the 30year period are shown below;
SC1
90% £77.07M
80% £68.27M
70% £59.74M
SC5

90% £80.50M
80% £70.44M
70% £61.80M
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Part 3 Further Potential Savings / Additions
1.
40mph limit on West Hill ,if this was relaxed to 50MPH going uphill only to Quarr
Hill, this would produce a further saving of £15.73M over 30 years
2.
Cost of accidents based upon the 1993 statistics. We have for the Chideock section
over 30 years
High -fatal 11.5, serious 114, slight 98, current UK Government figures fatal =£2M
(we have suggested serious is £200k and slight 10k).
Avoiding these saves (high) £48.55M (low) £41.96M
3.
Cost of pollution Based upon the Governments latest statistics. Pollution by NOX
gases and particulates mainly from diesel vehicles is costing UK Residents suffering from
heart, lung ,chest and asthma and related illnesses, a slow death, a shorter life and dementia.
We believe that the cost to Chideock alone over the next 30 years will cause the early death of
15 persons, in addition serious suffering of 150 more and a low suffering of 120 more. We
believe this would cost £15.35 M.
4.
Saving on pollution deaths , disabilities and dementia over 30 years £15.35M
(High) £13.05M(low)
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Part 4 Summary All Prices based on 2018Q2
Cost
Construction costs
Contingency

£12.02 M
£1.20 M

Land costs and compensation
Total cost of construction and land

£0.25 M
£13.47 M

Benefits over 30 years

High £M
Accidents and fatalities
48.55
Pollution
15.35
Saving in time @ 90%
80.50
Total Benefit
£144.40M

Low £M
41.96
13.05
77.07
132.08M

The Benefit less costs of Land and Construction is;
High £144.40 - £13.47 = £130.93M
Low £132.08 - £13.47 = £118.61M
Ratio of Benefit to Cost
In relation to the cost of the project (excluding further surveys, design fees, planning and
enquiry)
The project gives a return exceeding (High) 10 to 1 and (Low) 9 to 1.@ 90% usage.
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Conclusion
By comparison with the 1993 bypass which was granted planning approval (revoked in 1999)
we believe that our proposed and shortened bypass will be superior in all aspects, it will be in
keeping with other local bypasses but improved. It will do the job required by the residents of
Chideock and by all A35 road users.
It will:
• Reduce air pollution to within Government guidelines
• Give all A35 road users a safer and more efficient route
• Improve the living standards of all Chideock residents by significantly reducing traffic
flow, road noise and traffic vibration
• Help to preserve the fabric of this historic village with its Grade II listed buildings
• Remove village severance issues
• Boost local economy by helping tourism and by making through journeys easier and
faster especially for the south coast inter-port freight.
• Respect local environment and ecology
• Avoid most of the geological problems envisaged in the earlier proposal
• Be constructed within the A35 corridor
• Maintain the benefits of single wide roads (WS2) which are nearly as safe as a dual
carriageway whilst permitting smaller structures and narrower cuttings and would be less
testing on the ground conditions.
In short it will help to make this section of the A35 truly “fit for purpose” which it is sadly not
at present.
We estimate that the construction costs of our proposed bypass of a single wide route with
crawler lanes on gradients to be £12.02M, which includes £1.5million for sheet piling and
other contingencies.
We estimate that other unforeseen Civil Engineering works would be covered by a further
contingency of £1.20M
This would bring the Final Total cost to £13.47Million plus land costs and compensation
(See cost calculations in appendix Five)
To truly put this cost into perspective a charge of just £1.00 per vehicle per day passing
through Chideock (based on current traffic flows) would repay this cost in just 2 years
and 80 days.
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Sources:
• Land Use and Income Lost has been taken from Corrected version of a Table in
the ADAS Report (Volume 2; Appendix 9; deposit document 9)
• The report shows 68HA lost NOT 58HA as shown in the 1993 Report Volume 1
• Land Use and Income Lost has also been taken from Savills information
• Traffic data and forecasts have been taken from HE, DfT or David Peacock.
• Pollution data has been taken from WDDC.
• Inflation calculations for construction and accident values – Road Construction
New Work Infrastructure South West Indices BIS/Rocus/ONS including factors
• General references from Inspector’s Report following Public Enquiries held 12
April – 20 September 1994
• Studies of single wide roads (WS2) by DfT and Scottish Roads and County
Surveyors Society
• The rest is in the Public domain
Appendices:
1. Route Map
2. Explanations and Calculations of Savings and adjustments to the original 1993
Scheme to reach a current total estimated cost of construction
3. Comparison with other Bypasses
4. Value for Money
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APPENDIX 1
Route Map
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APPENDIX 2
Explanations and Calculations of Savings and adjustments to the
original 1993 Scheme to reach a current total estimated cost of
construction
We consider that three major areas of savings can be made from the original scheme:
For these purposes we have assumed that the road carriageways cost 40% and the structures
cost 60% of the construction costs:
Total Construction Cost = Project Cost £59.04M minus Contingencies £7.1M = £51.94M
Therefore Road Carriageways cost (40%) £20.78M and
Structures cost (60%) £31.16M
All figures have been rounded to 2 decimal places
1. The reduction in length of the Chideock bypass section
We have calculated from the 1993 road drawings the length of dual carriageway and the
single lane roads, and converted to a single lane equivalent;
Dual
8500m
Less Single Lane adjustment at Newlands
1300m
7200m
Add Miles Cross
175m
7375m
x2 conversion to single lane equivalent
x2
14,750m
Add
Single Lanes (Balance)
1070m
Single Lane at Newlands
425m
TOTAL Single lane equivalent 1
We take the shortened (single carriageway) route
East Section
Central Section
West Section
Add for Chideock access roads
Add for crawler lane west section (620m halved for one lane)
Total single lane:

1,495m
16,245m
700m
1183m
620m
50m
310m
2,863m

We have calculated the cost of the carriageway of our proposed shortened bypass pro rata
to the index uplifted cost of the 1993 bypass scheme.
Therefore this becomes 2,863 / 16,245 = 17.62% x £20.78M = £3.66M
We have identified and costed the following elements which will be required in our
proposal
And we have added the following:
Additional drainage
Civil Engineering and sheet piling
Cycle/foot/horse Path
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Acoustic Fencing
3no Junction widenings / crossovers
Move two sheds & Gazebo
West Hill new road surface
Contingency for more culverts, water
Pumping (weather), structures
Total estimated cost of additional road costs

= £3.11Million

Therefore the total cost of roads = £3.66 + £3.11 = £6.77Million
2. Removal of structures no longer required
Structures are the most expensive element of the project and we have checked the
relevance of those included in the 1993 Scheme and removed or adjusted as appropriate.
We have deducted the following:
Ship Knapp 80m x 6.6m =
Retain wall 130m x 3m =
Shedbush 42m x 6.6m =
Chideock Hill 110m x 10.9m =
North Road 28m x 16.5m =
Winniford Stream 100m x 60m =
Quarr Hill 65m x 6.6m =
Structures Total Area

528m2
390m2
277m2
1199m2
462m2
600m2
429m2
3885m2

And we have adjusted or added the following structures:
North Road Bridge (Smaller version)
Winniford Culverts (no longer a bridge)
Underbridge at Chideock east access
Structures Total Area
649m2
Assumed total cost of construction (pro rata to original scheme)
649m2 / 3855m2 x £31.16M = £5.25Million

=

There are also a number of additional structures or construction elements which will no
longer be required, the savings from which have been included into the deductions above.
These are as follows:
The section of road from the 50m contour on Quarr Hill to Miles Cross
roundabout part dual carriage, part single two lane road together with the costs of
demolition of garage, lay-bys, 0.17 hectares of Eype down not required. (See
calculation of land take Appendix Five).
No diversion of river Simene.
The properties no longer to be demolished: Chideock Lodge, Park Farm Barn,
House just off A35 Hamlet of London road. Other properties in Morecombelake.
Reduction of disturbed footpaths
Less embankments and reduced cuttings
Reduction in the use of central reserves, safety barriers
Total Cost of Construction of Structures in our Proposal = £5.25M
3. A reduction in the contingencies of £7.10 Million (updated from £2.5M in 1988 to
2018Q2 prices) included in the 1993 scheme price for the construction works.
Contingency allowed at 10% of construction costs = 10% of £12.02M = £1.20M
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APPENDIX 3
Comparison with other Bypasses
We have looked at bypasses on website CBRD.co.uk now renamed roads.org.uk
We have picked out those which are as far as possible similar to that of Chideock. Some have
more detail and videos that give a better idea of the comparisons. There are a lot more
bypasses that are now ongoing and that have been approved in comparison to the number a
year ago, but they are being financed by EU, County Councils and above all Regional
Governments, Scotland and Wales. There is also a bias towards the project being funded
by housing development as with Dorchester and the Northern Bypass, and Axminster
with their additional bypass. There is no reason why we should not ask the question why
Projects such as Vearse Farm and now Wotton Hill (both in and around Bridport) should not
contribute to the Chideock Bypass as they will both increase the amount of traffic flowing
through Chideock.

We estimate that our proposed Chideock bypass would cost £4.70M per km
The schemes we have selected are:
1.
A737 Dalry bypass Scotland. Single carriageway. Crossing railway and river with
viaduct and B707 £34.38 @2016 prices under construction 2017/19. The A737 was
detrunked 23Jan 2018. A 3 lane single wide road 2250m in length. Cost: £15.28M per Km
Not suitable comparison.
2.
A77 Maybole bypass Scotland. Single two lanes with crawler lanes on hills. Three
roundabouts. £30M under construction 6.66KM long. 4 bidders. Result known Autumn 2018.
One road underbridge and one cattle bridge shown on video.
Cost: £4.50M per km
3.
A606 Melton Mowbray .Bypass distributor road. Two lane single road. Six
roundabouts. Part funded by DfT and supported by 4500 new homes by Leicester CC. River
and railway crossing and a number of watercourses to cross .Cost £63.5M , length 6.33KM .
If rail and river bridges taken out Cost would be £8.61/£7.99M per km
4.
A483 and A489 Newtown bypass Wales. Cost £75M at 2016, under construction.
3underbridges and a viaduct, 3 lanes, 2 long deep rock cuttings and massive earthworks.
Not suitable for comparison.
5.
A28 Sturry link Kent CC and developer with 1000 homes £29M crosses main railway
road and river Stour twice 1833m long. Strip out rail and river crossings
Cost: £11.73M per km.
6.
A487 Caernarfon to Bontnewydd bypass 3 lane single wide. 4 roundabouts Cost
£135. Timescale 2018/2021. Crosses 5 rivers,5 minor roads, 4 main roads with bridges
8.67km 15.57/14.41M per km.
Not suitable for comparison
The problem is that the descriptions of the projects are vague. Not until you see an aerial
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video do the expensive parts become apparent.

APPENDIX 4
Value for Money
The review of Vehicle Hours per Year (VHY)
Calculations are based upon an Annual Average Daily Traffic Flow (AADF) 16,408 vehicles
per day (Source D. Peacock CPRE DfT figures London Inn 2016) multiplied by 365 days per
year;
Table of VHY Assessments for Existing A35 and for Proposed Bypass

Existing A35 through Chideock
Length
(miles)

Average
mph

Average
AADF
Vehicle
Days per
VHY
Duration
Hours /
year
(Hours)
day
East Section from 40mph sign to Quarr Lane –
This has a 40mph limit which is generally observed. Slow moving uphill traffic (eastbound) reduces this to
between 10 and 20mph.
We have assumed an average of 35mph uphill and 40mph downhill.
Uphill
0.47
35
0.01
16,408 x
98.9168
365
39954
50%
Downhill
0.47
40
0.06
16,408 x
86.5522
365
36991
50%
Middle section Main Street both ways –
Currently the average speed through Chideock is between 0 and 30mph, generally 25mph all year round
average. This would not change much when the bypass has been completed as there may be one or two
pedestrian crossings which does slow down vehicles. Also it is expected that Main Street would be narrowed
by pavements being incorporated where there is none and chicanes to slow traffic.
So we would expect an average 25mph to remain.
0.678
25
0.02712
16,408
444.9850
365
162,420
West section from 30 mph sign going west uphill and east downhill –
This has a 40mph limit which is generally observed. Slow moving uphill traffic has little effect since there is
an overtaking lane.
We have assumed an average of 40mph both uphill and downhill.
0.411
40
0.010275
16,408
168.5922
365
61,536

Total VHY for existing A35 = 291,652
Proposed Bypass
Length
(miles)

Average
mph

Average
Duration
(Hours)

AADF

Vehicle
Hours /
day

Days per
year

VHY

East Section to Quarr Lane –
In the new scheme this can be used as the east bound road with a crawler lane and an overtaking lane. The
additional new lane can take traffic west bound downhill at 40mph. So if the 40mph is still in operation,
We have assumed an average of 40mph on all three lanes.
0.47
40
0.01
16,408
173.1044
365
69921
Middle section –
Coming off the A35 at contour 50 metres and travelling on two lanes, single road to North Road overbridge
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is to be 60mph Maximum limit, although this may be compromised by slower vehicles such as HGV's,
caravans, motorhomes, who are limited to 50mph.
So we have assumed 55mph on both lanes.
0.787
55
0.01431
16,408
234.7836
365
85,696
West section from North road bridge to the Clump and merging with existing A35 –
Starts on an 8 % gradient from North Road with a three lane single road. One lane downhill going East. The
other two lanes going uphill, one as a crawler lane the other an overtaking lane. Here we would expect
vehicles to travel downhill going East at 50/60mph limited by HGV's, caravans motor homes say
52.5mph.Uphill,one crawler lane 50mph and overtaking lane at maximum 60mph average say 55mph West.
We have assumed an average of 52.5mph uphill and 55mph downhill.
0..413
55
0.00645
16,408
52.9531
365
22485
x50%
0..413
52.5
0.00676
16,408
55.4747
365
23556
x50%

Total VHY for proposed bypass (100% migration) = 208245
Therefore benefit is (300901 – 208245) VHY = 92656

The Overall Benefit based on 30 years of use
Assumptions made to calculate the overall benefit based on 30years of use:
•
We have used the DfT forecast for road traffic in England, table TRA 9905.
•
We have used for simplification only SC1 (low) and SC5(high).
•
We have also calculated the figures to provide 90%, 80% and 70% which are the
estimated percentages for the bypass use depending on time of year.
•
We have also converted the VHY (vehicle hours per year) into a monetary figure
based upon the average hourly rate of an average worker in England , at the average working
week and using the average occupancy of a vehicle. As the majority of vehicles passing
through Chideock are cars, we have taken an average car.
•
We have taken the average number of vehicles per day travelling through
Chideock as the latest we can obtain..(Provided by David Peacock for the year ending
2016). The figure taken was 16,408 per day.
•
The average rate for a worker has been calculated as the average wage in UK as
£27,600 per annum (August 2018). Average working week 33.50 hours. Average
occupancy in UK 1.57 to 1.59, taken as 1.58.
Calculation is £27,600 @33.5 hrs./wk = £15.84 /hr. x 1.58 occupancy = £25.027/hr.
Benefits become 92656VHY x £25/hr. = £2,316,400 per year , base year 2016.
This figure has been reduced to 90%, 80%, 70% and calculated per Scenarios SCI and SC5
DfT forecast for 30years. The TRA 9905 only runs to 2040, but we have continued to use the
same ratio given for 2030/2040 for the years 2040 to 2047.
The totals for the 30year period are shown below;
SC1 90% £85.84M
80% £75.99M
70% £66.53M
SC5

90% £89.66M
80% £78.46M
70% £68.85M
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